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 Election is democratic or political right of Ethiopian people and not government power or authority of any 

level. 

 

 The democratic right, specially the right to participate (to elect and being elected)) in any periodical 

election at any government office, can only be suspended in time of state of emergency. So any elected 

representative or governing political party may remain in power/duty more than determined term  in this 

emergency declaration period upon regulatory decision of Council of Minister to delay periodic election 

to pursue the goal of the declaration; 

 

 House of Peoples Representatives (HPR) shall endorse and inspect state of emergency through elected 

inquiry committee so that, the decision of executive organ is being made in humanely manner. But, it 

cannot make any order what shall be done, including exercise of democratic right such as conducting 

election or delaying it as long as the emergency declaration remain active,  as such response is only 

authority of Executive Organ subject to the necessity of the emergency situation, 

 

 Except four basic non derogable constitutional order that are stipulated under Article 1, 18, 25 and 39/1 

and 2 of FDRE constitution, any constitutional order or right, including  five year term of HPR members 

or governing party political  mandate, as long as HPR endorsed the state of emergency for the first 6 

month decided by majority or unlimited term of additional 4 months decided by ¾ of the members of 

HPR as long as emergency situation so requires, 

 

 House of Federation (HOF) cannot make any constitutional interpretation deciding to conduct election or 

not in time of state of emergency, but may do so to determine which government organ has Constitutional 

authority to decide so and what legal option is there for such body, 

 

 Any Regional State may order state of emergency in its own territory as it has constitutional power to do 

so or any political party including governing political party may make is opinion against the federal 

Executive Organ decision to delay periodical election in nationwide emergency declaration time. Any 

Federal Organ cannot force or order any such Regional State to delay such periodic election as long as the 

Nation, Nationality or Peoples or Individual resident of the Region endorsed the reservation through 

regular court or referendum.  

 

 As the right to self-determination up to secession and right to preserve one‟s own heritage (language, 

culture, history…) stated under Article 39/1 and 2 is  one of the non-derogable right of any individual, 

nation, nationality and peoples of Ethiopia, if Federal Council declared state of emergency and decided 

not to conduct periodical election as per the authority it has in the constitution, such state or territory may 

opt secession or referendum as an ultimate non-derogable self-administration right.    
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Election is the democratic right of any Ethiopian nation adult individual, Nation, Nationality and People 

residing in any part of Ethiopia and it‟s not power or authority of any government in any level to decide 

against such constitutionally guaranteed right. Unlike other right providing exceptional condition to be 

decided by law, any government authority cannot order not to conduct or delay election so that no one can 

exercise his right to elect or being elected in any government‟s administration office of any level, except 

in the state of emergency. But government can make any election before the regular term of election 

through dissolution of HPR as per Article 60 of the constitution, if Prime Minister apply to HPR to 

dissolve the house and conduct new election or if the governing party subsequently fail to have majority 

seat in the house as a result of dissolution of coalition of party and no coalition of party making majority 

seat is realized as per the call of the President. Any government organ of any level cannot make any 

decision against this constitutional guaranteed democratic right even if the HPR make any 

proclamation/law against periodical election right of peoples, because constitution is making their power 

limited through periodic election and as the sovereignty of the people are inalienable. Article 51/15 of the 

constitution in providing Powers and Functions of the Federal Government provided that, „Federal 

government shall enact, in order to give practical effect to political rights provided for in the 

Constitution, all necessary laws governing political parties and elections.’ This provision, even if 

empowers the federal government to make a law to effect political parties and election, it cannot be a base 

for any limit to democratic right as the purpose of the provision is not to give power but only to realize 

effect or facilitate periodical election. This is because; the ultimate sovereignty resides on Nation, 

Nationality and Peoples of Ethiopia. 

 

However, beside the basic principal guarantee of democratic right of Ethiopian people to have full 

sovereignty, there is one limitation to the exercise of such fundamental right in the case of state of 

emergency. The right even if it‟s full in-alienable and indestructible, there may be limit to its exercise. 

Even the right to life is not in-eliminable and it may be derogable in the case of state of emergency. Right 

is one thing, exercising the right is the other. Our constitution has made such limit to exercise of such 

democratic and self-administration right in case of state of emergency as provided under Art. 93/4/b of 

the constitution which says,  

 

”   The Council of Ministers shall have the power to suspend such political and democratic 

rights contained in this Constitution to the extent necessary to avert the conditions that 

required the declaration of a state of emergency.”   

 

FDRE Constitution can be argued as modern constitution for its somehow comprehensive package, 

structure and coverage. Providing state structure as a government power and its limit; and exceptional 

situation in which government may deviate from normal course of his authority is the very basic purpose 

of fundamental or constitutional order, which our constitution not missed it. In case of emergency 
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situation which endangers the Constitutional order, such as epidemic decease of Covid-19, in which 

government fail to law and order through regular law enforcement process and institution, Article 93 of 

the Constitution has full response. In this case of emergency, council of ministry may declare state of 

emergency in this matter Art. 93/1/b reads, 

 

 “Sate executives can decree a State-Wide state of emergency should a natural disaster or an 

epidemic occur. Particulars shall be determined in State Constitutions to be promulgated in 

conformity with this Constitution.”   

 

HPR shall endorse or approve the emergency declaration within 48 hour to make it effective effective for 

sixth month deicide by regular majority voting procedure and after lapse of such period of sixth month; 

the house can extend it for unlimited 4 month term of periods if the decision is approved by ¾ votes.This 

is note the core point of this paper and less back to what democratic or other right may be suspended 

during those time of emergency time including the periodic election and five year term of members of 

HPR. 

 

During state of emergency all constitutional provision is derogable except four basic constitutional order 

and right stated as per the rule of emergency Art. 93/4/c, providing non-derogable provision of the 

constitution. Those provisions are, Article 1, 18, 25 and 39/1and 2, which is governs about  nomenclature 

and government structure; right against inhuman treatment; the right to equality; and the right of self-

determination up to succession and the right to preserve one‟s own heritage in one‟s own territory, 

respectively. Those right and constitutional order are in no case they are alienable even in state of 

emergency. So, if those provision are the only non-derogable constitution provision, any other 

constitutional provision may be suspended in state of emergency period preserve Constitutional order 

or/and protect public interest or national security of the Country. As to election concerns, Article 93/4/b  

provided that, council of minister can suspend such political and democratic rights contained in the 

Constitution to the extent necessary to avert the conditions that required the declaration of a state of 

emergency. So, if periodical election falls within those periods of state of emergency Council of Minister 

can delay until such time appropriate for public interest as long as the HPR approves the declaration. 

Therefore, even though Article 54/1 and & 72/3
1
  provides the five year term for members of HPR and 

governing party‟s executive organ, those provisions are derogable in time of emergency and the Council 

of Minister or State Council delay periodic election as it may be necessary to prevent danger to 

Constitutional Order or public security.  

 

But, here we have some issue not addressed yet. That is democratic right of Nation, Nationality and 

People of Ethiopia to have the right to self-determination up to cessation and the right preserve one‟s own 

heritage stated under Article 39/1 and 2, are non-derogable political as I have raised earlier. If this is so, 

can Regional State, self-governing zone or city make an opposition to the decision of Federal Council of 

Minister‟s to suspend periodic election during active nationwide state of emergency and make their own 

                                                           
1
 FDRE Constitution, Article 54/4 and 72/3,  ‘Unless otherwise provided in this Constitution the term of office of the 

Prime Minister is for the duration of the mandate of the House of Peoples’ Representatives’… ‘Members of the 
House of Peoples’ Representatives shall be elected by the People for a term of five years on the basis of universal 
suffrage and by direct, free and fair elections held by secret ballot’ 
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regular election in their own territory? This issue is not a hypothetical issue as we have noticed the 

reservation of Tigray Region‟s ruling party proposal to hold an election having reservation to Federal 

Council of Minister. In this scenario, can Federal Executive have an authority to force Regional State and 

stop them from conducting an election? The constitution provides an answer to the question saying both, 

YES and IN SOME HOW NO. As I have said earlier political or democratic right to self-determination 

includes; self-administration up to cessation
2
, to form one‟s own political or government institution in 

one‟s own territory
3
 and the right to elect and being elected

4
 in government office. The first two rights are 

provided under article 39/1 and 2 which is the right to self-determination up to cessation which is one of 

the non-derogable democratic or political rights of nation, nationality and peoples of Ethiopia. The last 

two right, which is the right to elect, being elected to form one‟s own political or government institution 

in one‟s own territory is democratic right stated under Article 38 and 39/3 which  is derogable provision 

in time of state of emergency. The second group falls under periodical election. Here we have exercising 

of sovereignty of the people under Article 8 guaranteeing democratic right and self-determination of 

peoples spliced in to two in the time of emergency.  Let‟s discuss what I have meant by this as follows. 

 

Democratic right of individual to elect and be elected and self-determination right as a group right are to 

be exercisable in periodic election, secession and/or referendum. Election in our case can only be 

exercisable in state of emergency time only when state or federal executive organ decide to conduct it as 

it fall under derogable provision Article 93/3 and 38 of the Constitution. This type of exercise of 

democratic or political right are derogable and does not fall under non-derogable right of self-

administration under 39/1 or 2 but, under Article 93/3 and 38 which is derogable provision as per Article 

93 of state of emergency provision. Periodic election of 2012 is to elect members of HPR representing 

people at federal level and for House of State Representative and as such its expression of democratic 

right to form government office at Federal and State level. So this right falls under derogable right 39/3 

and 38, so that federal executive organ can delay such periodic election if it‟s necessary to protect public 

interest in the state of emergency period. But what if federal and local level administrating organ at zonal, 

state or self-governing city have different stand as to the position to conduct or not to conduct such 

election, just like what happens in the case of Tirgray regional state. Let‟s discuss this later and now see 

what will be the fate of exercising self-determination right that fall under Article 39/1 and in the case of 

referendum. We are living in the democratic federalism and the most ultimate power in what so ever shall 

be determined by people. So if Nation, Nationality and Peoples in in certain territory wants to ultimately 

determine their self-determination through cessation or ultimately through referendum at State or self-

administering City or zone level, they can do so as such kind of democratic or political self-administration  

right is non-derogable right provided under Article 93/1. In this case of option by self-determining 

People, Nation and Nationality; Federal Executive organ including and/or HPR cannot interfere in any 

manner except to have some recommendation role for general objective of the constitution which is 

building one political community. In addition to preamble of the constitution, this political objective and  

 

 

 

                                                           
2
 Ibid, Article 39/1 Rights of Nations, Nationalities, and Peoples 

3
 Ibid, Art. 93/3 

4
 Ibid, Article 38/1  
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recommendation role of the government organ of  any level,  is provided under Article 88/1 and 2 which 

stated that: 

 

“ Political Objectives  

1. Guided by democratic principles, Government shall promote and support the People’s 

self-rule at all levels.  

  

2. Government shall respect the identity of Nations, Nationalities and Peoples. Accordingly 

Government shall have the duty to strengthen ties of equality, unity and fraternity among 

them.” 

 

Having said this, the issue I have raised earlier, the issue of dis-agreement of Federal and State 

Executive organ as to conduct periodic election or not in time of state of emergency just like 

reservation of Tigray‟s governing political party on the decision of the Federal Council of Minister 

or Prime Minister to delay the regular 2012 national periodic election need different discussion.  As I 

stated above this cannot relate to the non-derogable right. So our discussion here is as to the 

derogable political right under Article 38 and 39/3, which is the right to elect and be elected to form 

one‟s own government office in one‟s own territory.  In this case the derogable provision Article 

39/3 clearly provides that; 

 

“ 3. Every Nation, Nationality and People in Ethiopia has the right to a full measure 

of self-government which includes the right to establish institutions of government in 

the territory that it inhabits and to equitable representation in state and Federal 

governments.” 

 

In this case federal or state council can suspend in the time of state of emergency which legally declared 

as per Federal or State constitution, and can also make any necessary decision as to the fate of democratic 

right to participate in periodical election. This is clearly provided under Article 93/4/b saying,  

 

“(b) The Council of Ministers shall have the power to suspend such political and 

democratic rights contained in this Constitution to the extent necessary to avert the 

conditions that required the declaration of a state of emergency” 

 

So, Federal council of Minister decide through its declaratory regulation
5
 made to govern situation of 

state of emergency and self-admnistering Regional State to the decision, there would be two options to 

deal with the situation in accordance with constitutional order which is to take the case to regular court or 

to decide the issue through referendum. Before to the detail, this option presupposes two conditions. The 

decision to delay shall be made through Federal Council of Miniter‟s Regulation of State of emergency 

and reservation to nationwide decision of Federal Council of Minister by regional, zone or self-ruling city 

shall be decided by the local council of executive in the territory or governing party, in our case Tigray 

region executive organ.  

                                                           
5
 Ibid, Article 93/4/a, “4. (a) When a state of emergency is declared, the Council of Ministers shall, in accordance 

with regulations it issues, have all necessary power to protect the country’s peace and sovereignty, and to 
maintain public security, law and order. 
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Election as it protects democratic or political right of the individual, Nation, Nationality and Peoples 

residing in any state or territory, decision of Council of Minister is subject to review of regular court as its 

justiciable matter. In this case executive organ‟s decision in time of state of emergency to delay regular 

election shall only be made to pursue the very goal of emergency declaration. As only decision which is 

necessary to pursue the goal of the emergency need to be made, it shall not be absurd. If an individual, 

political party or any group of civil society residing in the any territory including, TPLF, oppose such 

decision, it can only take the issue to regular court and any organ of government and non-government 

institution including political part in power cannot take law in his hand and make a decision on behalf of 

the people claiming its absurd decision. This is because; election is not an authority of any government 

organ including election board. Governing party or election board is there only to effect or facilitate 

election.
6
 The federal constitution override regional constitution and if council of minister decides not to 

conduct election in state of emergency time, no any governing party or regional representatives make any 

other decision opposing the suspension of an election, even if the state executive is decided based on 

national constitution.   So, any party in power or competing party or any individual can legally take the 

case to regular court to claim against decision of delaying regular periodic election. This is based on the 

power of judicial review of courts on any decision which is judiciable matter as provided in Article 37 of 

the constitution. So any interested party can claim such decision. Here we have another issue as to which 

court has jurisdiction on the matter? As election is not power of the government as it has only facilitation 

responsibility as stated in 51/15, periodic election issue is not State or Federal matter and any regional 

state or federal court which have local jurisdiction have jurisdiction to decide based on Article 12 of the 

constitution to realize accountability of any government organ and check whether the decision is absurd 

or not. However, Federal Executive Organ shall be made respondent to the case and shall be heard and 

given time to bring its evidence as justiciable matter is based on regular procedure of regular court which 

is constitutional order as provided under Article 78/4, which ruled no court which does not follow regular 

procedure shall be established.  

 

Lastly, if the court or HOF having appellate jurisdiction decides against the decision of executive organ, 

the decision of executive organ will be suspended and the election board shall conduct election forthwith 

in the locality made party to the case. If the court decided confirming the decision of the Council of 

Minister, then the case is closed, and no election unless further process of referendum is made on the  

issue which will be the last second option. Therefore, the second option shall be made through 

referendum before the court confirmed the decision of the Federal Executive Organ or before the 

application to the regular court is made, which is part of non-derogable self-determination procedure 

falling under 39/1 of the constitution.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 Ibid, Article 51, 15. ‘It shall enact, in order to give practical effect to political rights provided for in this 

Constitution, all necessary laws governing political parties and elections’ 
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Election is constitutional guarantee that protects democratic and self-determination right to be exercisable 

through election, being elected, secession or referendum and it does not fall within power or authority of 

Federal or Regional or any other government organ whether it‟s executive or legislative organ or Election 

Board. If state of emergency is declared before the periodical election and state of emergency remain to 

be effective during periodic election, as democratic right is derogable right, except in the case of the 

ultimate self-determination through secession or referendum falling under 39/1, such election may be 

delayed for such emergency if executive organ decide to suspend it. Delayance of election may be as long 

as such emergency stayed active being renewed by HPR for the first six month or subsequent additiona 

one or several four month period up on ¾ decision of the house. After such time of state of emergency 

lapses, election shall be made forthwith as per regular procedure. 

 

If executive organ of any level decide to suspend periodic election in time of emergency, any interested 

party claiming infringement of his, her or its democratic right as a political party, including ruling party 

can apply to court or make any kind of referendum as a group right of Nation, Nationality and Peoples of 

Ethiopia. But, this decision to suspend democratic right in the state of emergency is to be made by any 

level of executive organ, as per its constitutional power, and cannot be made or reviewed by HPR or HOF 

but, to realize accountability of such executive organ by bringing the matter to regular court. 

 

On the other hand, dissolution of HOR is only be made before regular court up on application of Prime 

Minister to HPR for any reason or if governing party loose its majority up on collapse of its previous 

coalition making majority seat in the house and no coalition is made later on. In this case election will be 

conducted prior to its regular time. This procedure of dissolution of HPR cannot be made to delay election 

from its regular time, which is not appropriate in the matter happening now in Ethiopia.   

 

Lastly, election or through democratic process is the only constitutional process to hold government 

power in any case and sovereignty of the people is the ultimate core sovereignty and this power of the 

people and constitutional order provided under Article 9/3 clearly outlawed any other procedure. This 

outlaws any political party‟s group engagement to take government power in any case. This political 

party‟s negotiation would be effective in the case of dissolution of HPR up on the application of Prime 

Minister before regular election period. This is because of the ruling parties forfeiting his remaining 

power. But, if election period is already mature, dissolution of HPR cannot be made by PM as exercise of 

democratic right through periodic election already returned to the people and this is not forfeiting parties 

political power of ruling party, its taking law in to one‟s own hand and staying in power which endangers 

public interest as majority of government decision is only day to day administration and cannot address 

national security such as declaring war to protect the national security of the country. 
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